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Anders works in Schjødt's dispute resolution department, where he has been a key contributor in
several complex disputes. His key area of expertise is maritime and offshore-related matters. In his
time as an academic research assistant, during his studies and in Schjødt, Anders has obtained an
in-depth understanding of the offshore industry, with particular focus on contracts.
Anders wrote his master thesis on offshore rig-modification contracts, and he is therefore very
familiar with modification contracts, which have generally not been studied. He has also studied and
been involved in disputes with contracts of affreightment, drilling contracts and joint venture
agreements. Anders has also worked as a consultant at the Homeowners' Union (Huseiernes
landforbund"), which made him familiar with the issues regarding real estate, e.g. landlord-tenant
contracts and real estate purchase and sale contracts. He has studied and worked with intellectual
property rights on a general level.
During his time at the University of Zürich, Anders also took classes in compliance with special focus
on the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. During his studies at the University of Oslo, he
was a contributor to the app "Domsguiden", a tool designed to help law students understand how to
read and use case law. Anders has held courses for students of Human Resources about labor law
and general legal reasoning. He is fluent in English, and understand and can make himself
understood in German to some extent.
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Associate in Schjødt's dispute resolution
department.
Legal advisor Arbitration between an oil
company and a drilling rig owner regarding
unlawful early redelivery of a rig.

2019

Master of Laws, University of Oslo

